
What environment are we building?
“The gospel of Christ says we are for more flawed and sinful 
than we ever dared to imagine, but we are far more loved and 
accepted than we ever dared to hope.”– Tim Keller
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Notes:

Influence Paradigm

Surrender Paradigm



Personal Timeline

Process Items
Process Item Definition Examples
Negative Prepara-
tion (NP)

Special experiences or conflicts that fo-
cus and free leaders for the next stage of 
development.

Character challenge, ministry crisis, 
grass is greener syndrome.

Life Crisis (LC) Special intense situations of pressure in 
human experiences that test and teach 
dependence.

Health, finances, personalities, 
church splits, ministry attack.

Ministry Conflict 
(MC)

Ministry conflicts that are used to help 
shape ministry philosophy and values.

People struggles, organizational 
restructuring, facing change.

Leadership Back-
lash (LB)

Ramifications of a decision taken by a 
leader.

Perseverance, clarity of vision, 
hurts, relational conflicts, faith chal-
lenge.

Isolation (I) The setting aside of a leader from normal 
ministry involvement to hear from God in a 
deeper way.

Sickness, education, self-renewal, 
ending of ministry, termination.
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God develops leaders over a lifetime
• God uniquely wires us and uses people, 

events, and circumstances to shape us.

Turning Points - Entrustments 
A point in time where/when ….
•	 someone intervenes
•	 a decision is made that alters your direction
•	 key event(s) occurs
•	 patterns begin - patterns end
•	 major milestones-life experiences

Woundings
In the Movie SHADOWLANDS, C.S. Lewis, after he had lost his wife Joy to cancer, says to his brother: 
“Reality is a brutal teacher. But you learn, my God you learn.”
•	 Wounds earliest are deepest
•	 Wounds can become a pattern, and/or produce a theme!
•	 Re-occurring wounds often leave scars that deaden the response… vision-less

•	 death to the dream…
•	 silence to the passion…
•	 loss/doubt of our uniqueness
•	 potential result: We become embittered, without hope… fearing failure.


